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Job Title Aerospace Technical Documentation Specialist 

Job Location SW England Crawley Town. LGM is a leading European company of 1000 consultants in 

supportability engineering and technical documentation for Aerospace and transport systems. 

Job description You will be in charge of the technical publishing activity as the project develops for the system 

hardware and software components and guarantee that the documents infrastructure lives over 

the product life cycle. 

The opportunity As a professional of the complete development cycle of a technical documentation for aircraft 

systems or subsystems (e.g aircraft engine or communication set) you will join the technical team 

for the Marshall project and provide within the production process the contractually required share 

of the end user required operation and support documentation; 

The role :  You will analyse and interpret customer specifications and requirements, gain approval for 

document content templates, address all customer criteria, including applicable implicit 

requirements and specifications stemming from publishing software suite and information system; 

- pull technical data to develop outlines and drafts for review and approval by technical and support 

specialists for configuration accuracy and compliance with approved baselines; 

- write and edit technical documents as project contractual deliverables (user manuals, operator and 

maintenance manuals, provisioning documentation), as per data item descriptions  

- ensure data fluidity and consistency through the different technical documents data bases; and  

meet industry best practices, procedures and standards whilst creating document styles, format, 

and visuals, combining final text, graphics, tables, figures, exhibits, to ensure appropriate look and 

feel for all project deliverables. 

- travel to customer locations, and integrate yourself in technical meetings and reviews in UK or 

abroad, as necessary, for data collection and to support the customer. 

Skills Career path as a documentation analyst within a product and customer service department in the 

environment of aircraft industry supply chain 

- Human relational and communication skills to share with members of the engineering and support 

organisations; solid oral and written communication skills; 

- High proficiency in current industry standards relating to Technical Publications, e.g. ASD-

STE100, iSpec2200, S1000D, DAVP70, Airbus CDIM, Boeing Technical Data Guides; 

- Familiar with aircraft architecture and components; strong technical aptitude, including with up to 

date engineering tools and systems; 

- Comfortable with corporate information systems; 

- Fluent with advanced word processing or desktop and professional publishing software. 

Others:  You must be able to obtain a SC clearance to work in UK and a NATO Secret level clearance. 

Compensation We offer superb learning and personal development opportunities as well as a salary in full 

accordance with market practices and the professional environment of our customers. 


